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Introduction

In this option students focus on the growing tension between the Great Powers of Europe
in the late nineteenth and earlier part of the twentieth centuries, which was to culminate
in the two cataclysmic World Wars of 1914–18 and 1939–45. They analyse how the
emergence of a unified German state destabilised Europe and how competing imperial
and economic interests and ambitions produced a system of armed alliances that
ultimately brought Europe to war in 1914. Students also explore the First World War and
the resulting Treaty of Versailles, coupled with the rise of Hitler, British appeasement and
other factors, which set the stage for the even more devastating Second World War.
This option is assessed in a one hour examination. The synoptic essay tests the
candidate’s ability to assess change and/or development over a period of approximately
100 years. The question targets Assessment Objective AO1: the candidate’s ability to
demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and understanding to analyse
and evaluate the key features related to the periods studied, making substantiated
judgements and exploring concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change,
continuity, similarity, difference and significance.
For ease of consultation the following study is divided in five sections:
1. Legacy of Political Events in Germany 1848–90
2. The Unification of Germany
3. Causes of the First World War
4. Consequences of the First World War and Causes of the Second World War
5. Consequences of the Second World War
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1. Legacy of Political Events in
Germany 1848–90
(a) The Revolutions of 1848 in Germany
Attempts to unify Germany in 1848 were led by the liberals who sat in the Frankfurt
Parliament, but they lacked strong leadership and were indecisive. Eventually the former
rulers of the various German states, led by Prussia and Austria, swept them to one side
and resumed control. The long-term results of this were:
• Despite nationalism’s defeat, the notion of a united Germany had hit a popular nerve.
The real enemy of German nationalism was now clearly exposed as the Habsburg
Empire
• For many German nationalists, the lesson of 1848 was that liberals and their methods
were inept, and that ruthless force would be needed to unite the country
• The humiliation of Olmütz of 1850, which re-established the German Confederation
in 1851, was at the time a blow to Prussian ambitions, but proved only a temporary
setback. Prussia’s real strength, which lay in the Zollverein and its economy, was
unaffected and continued to grow rapidly throughout the 1850s
• Prussia became more anti-Austrian and pushed for a united Germany which excluded
Austria (Kleindeutschland).
Teaching and Learning Activity
Read an account of the 1848 Revolutions, taking the story through to 1850 and the
humiliation of Olmütz. Answer the following question:
What were the consequences of the 1848 Revolutions for German nationalism?
A series of wars was fought between the great powers between 1850 and 1900. In a course
dealing with “Great Power Conflict”, you should familiarise yourself with these wars. Here
is a list of them: add to it by listing the countries which fought on each side.
Date

War

1853–56

Crimean War

1859

North Italian War

1864

Danish War

1866

Seven Weeks’ War

1870–71

Franco-Prussian War

1877–78

Russo-Turkish War
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(b) The Crimean War: what did it change?
(i)

Austria had remained neutral during the war, which left it diplomatically isolated
after 1856. Russia was particularly offended by the Austrian stance

(ii) Britain had continued its policy of propping up the Ottoman Empire and successfully
thwarted Russia’s ambition to control the Straits
(iii) Napoleon III had increased French prestige and helped to divide the old Quadruple
Alliance of Britain, Austria, Prussia and Russia
(iv) Turkey, thanks to French and British help, had prevented Russian encroachment on
its Empire, but its vulnerability was increasingly evident.
According to the historian Bruce Waller, the Crimean War destroyed the system set up
by the Vienna Settlement of 1815, which was based on international co-operation, and
replaced it with an “every state for itself” mentality. This may help to explain why the
period 1815–50 was largely war-free, yet from 1850 to 1870 there were many wars.

(c) The North Italian War 1859
(i) Causes
• Napoleon III’s claim to be an Italian nationalist
• His desire to revise the Treaty of Vienna of 1815 by removing Austrian hegemony over
Italy and gaining Nice and Savoy for France
• Cavour, the Prime Minister of Piedmont, wanted to unite it with the Austrian provinces
of Lombardy and Venetia, as well as the duchies (such as Tuscany and Parma) in a
North Italian kingdom where Piedmont would be the dominant power
• At Plombières, Cavour and Napoleon III agreed that France would assist Piedmont
• The war was short-lived. Lombardy was prised away from the Austrians, but high
casualty rates and a fear that Prussia might intervene persuaded Napoleon III to end
the war, with Venetia still part of the Habsburg dominions.
(ii) Consequences
• The so-called Second War of Italian Independence might have ended, but revolutions
broke out in its wake and the Kingdom of Italy was proclaimed in 1861
• Austria held on to Venetia, but overall suffered a serious defeat
• Napoleon had won a partial victory, but withdrawal from the war with the job only half
done suggested indecision and weakness of purpose. The new Kingdom of Italy, far
from feeling gratitude, now bore the Emperor a grudge
• Napoleon had neither wanted nor expected a completely united Italy. Now France had
a major power on its South East frontier
• The Prussian mobilisation may have frightened Napoleon III, but it also revealed
serious weaknesses in the Prussian army.
Teaching and Learning Activity
In small groups, discuss how Italian unification had altered the balance of power. Who
were the winners, and who were the losers?
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2. The Unification of Germany

BISMARCK

The political map of Europe changed again when, in a series of conflicts between 1864
and 1871, the German Empire was established as a Kleindeutschland under Prussian
leadership. The chief architect of the new Empire was Otto von Bismarck, whose chief
aim was to increase Prussian power and influence in a unified Germany. This was not
necessarily welcome to the great powers and might lead to war.

(a) Bismarck comes to power
In 1860 the Prussian Minister for War, Albrecht von Roon, noting the incompetent
mobilisation of the previous year, proposed a series of army reforms. These were:
•
•
•
•

To bring army numbers up to 500,000
To increase universal military service to 3 years
To reduce the role of the Landwehr, a middle-class reserve army
To improve equipment.

The liberal majority in the Prussian Parliament refused to budget for the increase
in military service, and a two year impasse only ended in 1862 when King William I
appointed Bismarck as Minister-President. Bismarck insisted that Prussia’s role required a
strong military, and proceeded to collect the necessary taxes in the face of parliamentary
opposition.
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(b) Danish War 1864

MAP OF SCHLESWIGHOLSTEIN

Denmark and the German Confederation both wanted the duchies. When in 1863 Holstein,
which had a largely German population, refused to accept King Christian of Denmark as
its ruler, the Duke of Augustenburg, supported by German nationalist opinion, claimed
both duchies. When Christian retaliated by incorporating Schleswig into Denmark, the
German Confederation invaded Holstein.
Bismarck hoped to profit from this quarrel, by posing as a champion of German
nationalism and annexing Schleswig and Holstein to Prussia. When Christian refused
to back down, Prussian and Austrian troops invaded the duchies in January 1864, and
Denmark surrendered in July. The Treaty of Vienna (October 1864) placed the duchies
under the joint administration of Austria and Prussia, but there was no agreement on their
long-term future; Austria still backed the Duke of Augustenburg, while Prussia sought
annexation. The Convention of Gastein (August 1865) placed the duchies under the joint
sovereignty of the two German powers, Prussia administering Schleswig and Austria,
Holstein.
Had Bismarck used the quarrel with Denmark to lure Austria into eventual confrontation
with Prussia? This is a contentious issue, but certainly, having sandwiched Austrian troops
into Holstein, between Prussian-occupied Schleswig and Prussia proper, there was ample
potential for conflict.

(c) Austro-Prussian War 1866
• At Biarritz Bismarck met with Napoleon III (October 1865). The Emperor came away
from the meeting believing that he had been offered territorial compensation in return
for French neutrality during a war between Prussia and Austria, but nothing had been
put in writing
• In April 1866 Bismarck made a secret alliance with Italy which promised Italian
support for Prussia if war against Austria came about within three months. Italy would
receive Venetia as recompense.
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• Bismarck accused Austria of contravening the Gastein agreement regarding the
administration of Holstein
• He then proposed a new constitution for the German Confederation, to exclude Austria.
Both sides mobilised and Austria appealed to the Confederation. Bismarck claimed
that this was a declaration of war and invaded Holstein in June 1866
• Austria persuaded the Confederation to mobilise against Prussia after Prussia
demanded control of all north German armies. This was refused, so Prussia began the
war.
Teaching and Learning Activity
Most of Europe expected Austria to win the war. After all, Prussia was fighting against not
only Austria, but the overwhelming majority of the states which made up the German
Confederation. Each side had certain advantages: research these and draw up a table
which compares Austrian and Prussian strengths. Include:
(i)

Population figures

(ii) Size of the army (including allies)
(iii) Quality of weapons
(iv) Quality of political and military leadership
(v) Speed of mobilisation (railways)
(vi) Economic strength of both states
(vii) Anything else you consider relevant
Web article
There is a useful article in History Today:
http://www.historytoday.com/robert-pearce/austro-prussian-war
The war was over in seven weeks, with Prussia the victor. According to the Treaty of
Prague:
• Prussia would absorb a number of north German states
• All north German states would be formed into the North German Confederation, under
Prussian leadership
• Bavaria, Baden, Württemberg and Hesse-Darmstadt, in the south, remained
independent for the time being.
BUT Prussia did not treat Austria too harshly:
• Bismarck resisted calls for a march on Vienna
• Austria lost no territory to Prussia.
Was Bismarck building bridges with Austria with an eye to a later alliance?
Nevertheless, Austrian weakness had been seriously exposed; the country struggled to
control a multi-national Empire, fell behind economically and faced continuing financial
difficulties. Bismarck and Prussia had tilted the European balance of power again.
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(d) Prussia’s economic strength
There was an economic aspect to the power struggle between Prussia and Austria. This
was first seen when the Zollverein was set up as a customs union with low tariff walls.
Austria, which would have liked to transform this into a high tariff union, was excluded. In
1854 Hanover joined the Zollverein, linking Prussia’s eastern and western provinces and
creating a solid northern German trading bloc. Prussia also signed a trade agreement with
France which cemented the free trade nature of the union and firmly excluded Austria.
Secondly, Prussia’s economic strength enabled it to put out armies that would defeat both
Austria and France. By the mid-1860s Prussia was ahead of its two rivals in terms of steel
production and railways, a crucial part of mobilisation. Unlike Austria, it could afford to
build up its armaments and utilise a huge army. With these advantages Prussia had few
fears when it came to the necessity of going to war.

(e) Franco-Prussian War 1870–71
The approach of the Franco-Prussian War is presented here as a timeline. You have to
decide why the war came about, where blame lay and whether it was necessary.
Date
1865
1866

1866

1866

1867
1868

1870

Event
Biarritz meeting (see above).
France remained neutral in the Austro-Prussian War. Napoleon III, taken
aback by the brevity of the war, tried to mediate, but the result was already
clear and his efforts were rebuffed.
The four southern German states, not part of the North German
Confederation, became part of the Zollverein. France had its eye on them as
compensation, but Bismarck instead suggested that it look further north,
towards Belgium or Luxemburg.
Having quietly encouraged Napoleon to buy Luxemburg from the King of
Holland, Bismarck now played the German nationalist card by attacking the
French plan.
Bismarck made public his defensive treaties with the south German states.
Napoleon III renewed his offer to purchase Luxemburg, but was thwarted
when the Treaty of London guaranteed its independence.
Queen Isabella was driven out of Spain after a revolution. The Spanish
throne fell vacant.
The Spanish Government offered the throne to Leopold of Hohenzollern,
sparking French fears of Prussian influence within Spain, and “encircling”
France. After an initial refusal, Leopold accepted. A furious France instructed
its ambassador, Benedetti, to demand Leopold’s withdrawal from the King
of Prussia. Anxious to avoid war, William acceded. Pursuing a crushing
diplomatic victory, France now demanded that the Prussian royal family
reject the Spanish throne forever. William refused, and Bismarck edited the
telegram summarising these events in such a way as to make it appear that
France had been insulted. War fever raged in France and Napoleon III was,
according to different historical interpretations, swept along helplessly with
the tide for war, or had the excuse he needed for a war he already wanted.
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PRUSSIA AND THE GERMAN
EMPIRE FROM THE UNIFICATION
OF GERMANY

Teaching and Learning Activity
This is a simplified version of the tortuous diplomacy leading up to the Franco-Prussian
War. You should read the topic in more detail, always remembering that you are asking
“Why do wars begin?” Did Bismarck engineer the three wars of German unification
according to a preset plan, or did he simply take advantage where he could? You should
write an essay on the origins of the Bismarckian Wars:
How far were the Danish War and the Austro-Prussian War necessary for the unification of
Germany? Who was to blame for the outbreak of war in each case?

(f) Consequences of European Wars 1853–70
The period 1853–70 saw five major wars in Europe. You have looked at their causes and
now consider their consequences.
(i)

Britain continued to concentrate on its overseas empire and avoid European
entanglements where possible. It continued to support the Ottoman Empire in order
to keep Russia out of the Mediterranean

(ii) France became a republic after Napoleon III was captured during the 1870–71 war. It
bore a grievance against Germany for seizing Alsace and Lorraine
(iii) Germany was united and triumphant after defeating Austria and France but was
nonetheless worried about its “encirclement” between France and Russia
(iv) Austria was a power in decline. It had already ceded self-government to Hungarians
and now had to face similar demands from Czechs and South Slavs
(v) Italy was unified and almost complete after gaining Venetia (1866) and Rome (1870).
It wanted to act as a great Power, but was held back by difficulties with the poor and
impoverished South
(vi) Despite its setback in the Crimean War, Russia still aimed to secure a warm-water
port on the Mediterranean. Balkan rivalries meant that Austria was a greater threat
than the new superpower on Russia’s western flank, so Russia wanted to work with
Germany if possible.
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3. Causes of the First World War

There were many long-term, as well as short-term, reasons for the outbreak of the First
World and this section will seek to identify them and discuss their relative importance.

(a) The significance of the legacy of Prussian militarism
The legacy of the wars of German unification in the 1860s was one of many factors which
contributed to the outbreak of the First World War.
(i) Military strategy
• The era of the cavalry charge was over. In future, defence would prove easier than
attack, with superior weaponry, especially artillery and machine guns, the key to
success
• The Prussians had shown that speed of mobilisation was vital and that railways would
be crucial in this
• The era of small, professional armies was over, and between 1871 and 1914 every
continental European state, as well as Japan, imitated Prussia in adopting some
form of conscription.
(ii) Militarism
Writing about the period up to 1914, many historians have noted the rise of “militarism”.
Put simply, the term describes the process by which the armed forces became as
important, if not more important, than the government. Although the phenomenon began
in Germany, it was seen across Europe. Here are some examples of militarism:
• From 1862 to 1866 Bismarck simply ignored the Prussian constitution and parliament,
collecting the taxes to pay for army reform. In 1866, awestruck by the scale of the
military victory over Austria, the National Liberals, having fought tooth and nail
against Bismarck’s illegal tax collection, passed an Indemnity Act which airbrushed
those illegalities from history
• The newly created German Empire was greatly influenced by the aristocratic Prussian
Junker class, which had a tradition of militarism and authoritarianism.

(b) The growth of militarism in Europe 1870–1914
• The widespread introduction of conscription became a feature of this period. It was not
only an essential part of national security, but in some countries “an instrument for
developing social cohesion and political docility in the masses”. (Brian Bond)
• A culture which glorified military values and warfare began to grow. Across Europe, the
new popular press found that beating the nationalist drum sold newspapers, Darwin’s
theory of the survival of the fittest was applied to nations rather than species, and the
German military theorist von Bernhardi argued that war was “a biological necessity of
the first order”.
• The Schlieffen Plan, which envisaged Germany invading France through Belgium, and
ran the risk of bringing Britain into the war, became policy simply due to an arbitrary
decision by its military leaders, without any consultation with government.
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(c) The Alliance System
After the flurry of wars ended in 1870, the rise of the German Empire had dramatically
changed the balance of power, and all the major players, nervous of each other, sought
allies. At this stage, you should look at the various agreements and alliances signed
between 1870 and 1914.

EUROPE 1914 SHOWING
ALLIANCES

Date

Name

1873

Dreikaiserbund

1879

Dual Alliance

1881

Dreikaiserbund

1882

Triple Alliance

1887

Reinsurance
Treaty

Details
The “Three Emperors’ League”
of Germany, Austria and
Russia was ostensibly antirevolutionary but there
were no actual military
agreements.*
Germany would help Austria
if it was attacked by Russia;
Austria would stay neutral if
France attacked Germany.*
This was the renewal of the
lapsed “Three Emperors’
League”. It stated that, if any
of the signatories went to
war with a fourth party, the
others would remain neutral.
Austria and Russia were to
“divide” the Balkans.*
Italy joined the Dual
Alliance.*
This was a secret treaty
stating that, if either Russia
or Germany went to war with
a third party, the other must
remain neutral.*

Purpose
It aimed to ensure good
relations between the three
eastern powers and isolate
France. It lapsed due to the
rivalry between Austria and
Russia.
Austria obtained the better
deal because Bismarck was
wary of Austria and France
allying against Germany.
This was an attempt to keep
the eastern powers together.
Russia was satisfied after
its disappointment at the
Congress of Berlin.
Bismarck had deprived
France of a potential ally.
This was an attempt by
Bismarck to keep Russia on
board. It was not a complete
betrayal of Austria as it did
not apply if Austria attacked
Russia.
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Date
1894

1897
1902

1904

1907

Name

Details

Purpose

Germany now faced the
possibility of a war on two
fronts.
This agreement ended in
Austro-Russian Both sides would maintain
1908 when Austria annexed
agreement
the status quo in the Balkans.
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Anglo-Japanese This represented the first
This alliance brought Britain
Alliance
European-Asian alliance.
out of “splendid isolation”.
This settled various quarrels
It was not an alliance, but
Anglo-French over colonies: it gave a free
later naval agreements made
Entente
hand to Britain in Egypt, and
it closer to one.
France in Morocco.
It settled colonial disputes
It led to the “Triple Entente”,
Anglo-Russian
over Afghanistan, Tibet and
a rival power bloc to the
Entente
Persia.
Triple Alliance.
Dual Alliance

This alliance was between
France and Russia.

Events marked* were all as a result of Bismarck’s initiative.
Bismarck was removed from his post of Chancellor by Kaiser William II in 1890. By 1914
two power blocs faced each other, and it might only take one incident to involve all these
countries. A number of such incidents took place, frequently involving confrontation over
colonial issues. Some of them brought into conflict countries which would later become
allies, as rival alliance systems did not solidify until after 1900 (see Table above).
Web Article
A good article on the Anglo-Russian entente can be found at:
www.historytoday.com/aw-palmer/anglo-russian-entente
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(d) Clashes within Europe 1870–1900

EUROPE 1914

1875

The “War in Sight” crisis occurred when Bismarck, fearful of the military
recovery of France, contemplated another attack on France but Russia and
Britain dissuaded him.

1877–78

Russia, angered by the Bulgarian Massacres, took advantage of the Balkan
rebellion and a surge of Pan-Slav enthusiasm to declare war on Turkey. It had
secured Austrian neutrality by a promise of Bosnia-Herzegovina. In March
1878 the Russians forced the Treaty of San Stefano on Turkey. Its terms were:
• A “Big Bulgaria” was set up under Russian occupation
• Serbia, Montenegro and Romania were to be fully independent of Turkey
• The future of Bosnia-Herzegovina was not mentioned.
The proposed Russian gains were alarming, and war seemed likely until
Austrian mobilisation and a British naval show of force persuaded the
Russians to agree to a Congress to revise San Stefano. The Treaty of Berlin
(1878) reduced Russian gains and clawed back something for Turkey by
dividing the big Bulgaria into three, with Austria-Hungary receiving a
protectorate over Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Russia was angered that Bismarck, the self-proclaimed “honest broker” at
Berlin, favoured the British/Austrian side. A worried German Chancellor would
sign the Dual Alliance with Austria the following year.

1885

Eastern Rumelia, the central state of divided Bulgaria, joined with Bulgaria
proper, strengthening the Russian position in the Balkans, angering Austria
and bringing about the collapse of the Dreikaiserbund.

1887

General Boulanger, who briefly threatened to take power in France, greatly
alarmed Germany with his talk of revanche, a war to recapture Alsace
Lorraine.

(e) Clashes outside Europe: the importance of imperialism
Imperialism is often claimed as a major factor in the outbreak of the First World
War. Britain, France, Russia and latterly Germany were all colonial powers. Colonies
were prized as sources of raw materials or markets for manufactured goods, for their
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strategic importance in providing naval bases, to secure trade routes, as destinations for
emigration, as targets for missionary activity or simply for prestige. Germany upped the
stakes when Kaiser William II came to the throne in 1890 and adopted Weltpolitik. Much
less subtle than Bismarck, the Kaiser wanted to make Germany a world power, seeking
colonial expansion, building a navy to rival Britain’s and adopting a more belligerent
foreign policy. Rivalries and clashes were inevitable, but this phenomenon was more
common before 1900 than after it. Most of the major colonial issues had been settled by
1914, or at the worst were no longer serious causes of contention.
1879–81

Britain defeated the Afghans in order to prevent Russia becoming the
predominant influence in Afghanistan. (Note Afghanistan’s strategic
position in relation to the Indian Empire, a crucial British possession.)

1881–83

When Britain and France, jointly controlling Egypt’s finances, faced a
nationalist revolt in 1881, the French withdrew. Britain defeated the rebels
on its own and took sole control of Egypt, refusing to return to joint control.

1884–85

The Berlin Conference set out to regulate colonisation and prevent disputes
between colonising powers, leading to the “Scramble for Africa”, which saw
fierce rivalry between Britain, Germany and Portugal in Southern, East and
West Africa. There was further jostling for power in Somaliland, bringing
Britain, France and Italy into dispute.

1898

One such dispute took place when Kitchener, marching south through Sudan
to re-establish British control after the Mahdi’s revolt, was confronted by a
small French force which had travelled across Africa to lay a French claim to
the Upper Nile area. Briefly, war threatened before the French climbed down.
The Fashoda Incident was, however, the last such colonial clash between
Britain and France: henceforth relations improved (see Entente Cordiale).

1899–1902 During the Boer War, German sympathies were clearly on the side of the
Boers. Coming on top of the Kruger Telegram (1895), this made for bad blood
between Germany and Britain.
1905–06

The First Moroccan Crisis occurred when the Kaiser landed at Tangier and
expressed support for the independence of Morocco, a French Protectorate.
He hoped to divide Britain and France, but at the subsequent Algeciras
conference the Entente held firm in support of the status quo, with France
still firmly in charge.

1911

The Second Moroccan crisis took place when France looked as if it would
take full control of Morocco. In response, the Germans sent the gunboat
“ Panther” into the Moroccan port of Agadir and demanded the French
Congo as compensation. Again Britain stood by its French ally and the
Germans backed down. The naval agreement between Britain and France
which followed brought the Entente closer to being an alliance. After 1911
Germany largely withdrew from challenging for new territories, but began
to concentrate on what some see as a different form of imperialism, namely
the push to secure valuable markets and sources of raw materials and food
in South East Europe.
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Teaching and Learning Activity
Divide into groups, each of which is to make a presentation setting out the dangers to
European peace stemming from some of the above crises. Arguably, the confrontations
most likely to lead to conflict were “War in Sight”, the Bulgarian crisis of 1877–78,
Fashoda and the two Moroccan crises, but if you disagree you can make a case for others.

(f) Clashes within Europe: armaments
When Britain launched HMS Dreadnought in 1906, it was by far the most advanced and
powerful warship in the world. Germany was determined to match it and a naval race
between the two countries began. Britain, under pressure from an excited public opinion,
opted to lay down, at huge cost, eight Dreadnoughts in 1908. After 1911 it became clear
to Germany that it could not afford to match the British increases in battleships and
battle cruisers, not to mention the increase in naval building from France and Russia. As
a result, it largely gave up the naval race, concentrating instead on army expansion. The
German Army Bill of 1913 planned an increase of 136,000 in the military.

(g) Clashes within Europe: the role of nationalism
Although Germany and Italy had become nation-states, and Hungary had received
self-government within the Habsburg Empire, there were many other nationalities
whose desire for independence might lead to conflict. Although the Ottoman Empire
was in steady retreat in Europe, it still contained some Balkan subjects seeking freedom.
Austria’s multi-national empire was under particular pressure, Poles, Czechs and Southern
Slavs all wanting to break free. Serbia was active in supporting the claims of the peoples
of Bosnia-Herzegovina, under direct Habsburg rule since 1908, and Austria felt under
increasing pressure to make a stand to protect its interests in South East Europe. In
addition, new types of nationalism were appearing. The Pan-Slav movement, which
dreamed of uniting all of the Slav peoples, whether they were in Russia, the Ottoman
Empire or the Habsburg Empire, influenced many policymakers in Russia. Various
countries saw the rise of right-wing pressure groups, such as the Action Française, the
German Navy League and the Pan-German League, which lobbied their governments to
build up military strength or follow a more assertive foreign policy.

(h) Clashes within Europe: economic factors
Economic factors contributed to the growing tension between the great powers:
• France’s desire to recover Alsace and Lorraine from Germany was fuelled not simply
by national pride, but by the need to regain valuable coal and iron ore deposits.
Germany’s reintroduction of tariffs in 1879 hit Russian grain exports and worsened
relations between the two countries. It was counter-productive, since Russia turned to
France for investment and loans to build up its military strength, leading to a FrancoRussian alliance and Germany’s “encirclement”
• The desire for colonies, as exemplified in the Scramble for Africa and the Great Game
(in Central Asia), and which at various times damaged relations between the great
powers, was to a large extent based on economic objectives
pg 15
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• After 1900 the successful economic penetration of South East Europe by France and
Russia provoked Austria and Germany to take extreme measures to redress the balance
• The Pig War of 1905–08 involved a series of reciprocal economic sanctions imposed by
Serbia and Austria. Serbia achieved its aim of breaking the Austrian stranglehold on its
economy and became ambitious to gain more power, while Austrian animosity towards
its “upstart” neighbour only increased
• 62% of all Russian exports had to pass through the Straits, so when in 1913 the
German General Liman von Sanders was sent to Constantinople to assist with the
reform of the Turkish army, Russia saw this as a German attempt to gain control over
the Black Sea approaches and was determined to prevent it by any means possible.

(i) The influence of domestic politics on the foreign policy of the
great powers
Some historians have argued that European countries went to war in 1914 because they
were looking to distract attention from difficult, if not insoluble, domestic problems.
Others argue that problems of external security were paramount. Here is a summary of
some of the arguments made:
Germany
In Germany, the Conservative military and aristocratic elite that controlled the country
was challenged by the rise of left-wing parties and by 1913 the Social Democrats were the
largest party in the Reichstag. The establishment felt threatened by their demands for
increased parliamentary powers and believed that a war against Russia would unite the
left and right.		
Austria-Hungary
The problem of the South Slavs seemed insoluble as long as the government was unwilling
to offer them some degree of autonomy, while their Serbian sponsors were increasingly
troublesome. Some within the Austro-Hungarian Empire believed that a successful war
against Serbia could solve this problem.
Russia
The government had not regained any great degree of popularity since the revolution
of 1905 and trade union militancy was growing. Some in Russia believed that, if the
government failed to help Serbia against Austria in 1914, it would only feed a perception
of government weakness.
Arguments have also been made that France, involved in a political crisis over income tax
and the length of military service, and Britain, preoccupied with the Ulster crisis, a wave
of strikes and the suffragette campaign, went to war partly to distract attention from their
domestic problems.

(j) The Great Powers and their war plans
All the major powers were, to a greater or lesser extent, prepared to attack:
Germany
Von Moltke the Younger, the Chief of Staff, believed that for an encircled Germany war was
inevitable. He inherited the Schlieffen Plan from his predecessor and envisaged the defeat
of France in forty days, before turning east to face Russia. The German war council which
met in December 1912 argued that it was vital to strike against Russia before 1916, when
that country’s rearmament programme would be complete.
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Austria-Hungary
Conrad von Hötzendorf, the Austrian Chief of Staff, was in favour of war against Serbia
from 1913. He was convinced that Germany would join Austria if Russia intervened and
had the promise of the “first blank cheque” of 1912, offered by the Kaiser and von Moltke.
Russia
Russia assumed that a war fought against Austria would also have to involve Germany in
a war on two fronts.
France
France assumed that its war against Germany would be fought on German rather than
French soil. It erred in underestimating the numbers Germany could put into the field, and
made no serious preparations for fighting a defensive war.
Britain
Of the major powers, Britain was the most reluctant to fight in the years immediately
before 1914. Many in government still regarded their Entente partners, France and Russia,
as dangerous imperial rivals, while Britain’s army was tiny compared with its continental
rivals, and might at any stage be heavily involved in the Ulster Crisis. Arguably, Asquith’s
failure to build up the army suggested that Britain was not ready to fight which only acted
as an encouragement to Germany.
Web article
An article which looks at what went wrong in relations between Britain and Germany can
be accessed at:
http://www.historytoday.com/richard-wilkinson/germany-britain-coming-war-1914

(k) Clashes within Europe: the Balkans 1900–14

MAP OF THE BALKANS
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The First World War began with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand
in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. What follows is a summary of events in the Balkans leading
up to the shooting.
Date

1908

1911

Event

Austria annexed
BosniaHerzegovina
(B-H).
Italy attacked
and seized
Tripoli (modern
Libya).
The Balkan
League was
formed

Summary

B-H had been an Austrian
protectorate since 1878 and
was now formally absorbed
into its Empire.

1913

Treaty of
Bucharest

Austria’s action infuriated
Serbia, which wanted to
unite with or take over B-H.
Russia was also angered. By
breaking the Treaty of Berlin,
Austria encouraged others to
do the same.

Others saw Turkish weakness
This represented another bite
and sought to exploit it
out of Ottoman Empire.
further.

Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece
and Montenegro formed the
League, prompted by Russia.
The League won the war
1912–
and Turkey in Europe was
First Balkan War
reduced to small area around
13
Constantinople.
Bulgaria attacked its former
Second Balkan
allies, as well as Rumania
1913
War
and Turkey.
1912

Results

It sought to liberate the
remainder of European
Turkey from Ottoman control.
Bulgaria was dissatisfied with
receiving minimal territorial
rewards.
Bulgaria lost heavily.

Turkey was limited within
Europe, Bulgaria was
Bulgaria was largely excluded embittered, while Serbia
from Macedonia, while the
doubled in size; it was flushed
new country of Albania was
with victory, but angry that
created.
Albania, created at Austrian
insistence, blocked its access
to the sea.

Teaching and Learning Activity
The Balkan Wars left south-east Europe a powder keg. Write a paragraph on each of:
Serbia, Austria Hungary, Russia and Germany, explaining their fears and concerns after
the conclusion of the Second Balkan War.
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(l) The Great Powers and the outbreak of war in 1914
The powder keg eventually exploded a month after the murder of Franz Ferdinand in
Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. The Archduke and his wife were assassinated by the student
Gavrila Princip in the capital of the “occupied” province of Bosnia. Princip, part of an
organised terrorist group, had been supplied with the weapons by Serbian agents. What
followed next began a war which would last four years, spread to every continent and kill
17 million military personnel and civilians.
Teaching and Learning Activity
Before considering the motives which drove the various countries into war in the summer
of 1914, a clear view of the timetable of events would be helpful. Complete the table by
adding the events:
June

28
23

July
28
1
3
August

4
6
12
2

November
5
The events of July and August 1914 are complex and should be read in depth before you
apportion blame. What follows here is a summary of the main events.
Austria
Austria decided to go to war despite a lack of definitive proof of Serbian involvement
in the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, although widespread Serbian approval of the
atrocity, even among the opposition press, infuriated Vienna. The events of 28 June were
exploited as an excuse for Austria to attack a troublesome neighbour. The military and
political elites came to believe that the only way to solve the Habsburg Empire’s South
Slav problem was to crush Serbia. This view was reinforced by the “blank cheque” of
unconditional support offered by the Kaiser on 4 July.
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Germany
The Kaiser went further, urging Austria to strike at Serbia quickly, before the Russians
could react. Nonetheless, despite Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg’s worries, neither he, von
Moltke nor the Kaiser did anything to ensure a limited conflict. There was, among many
Germans, a feeling that war against Russia was inevitable and desirable and should be
fought sooner rather than later.
Austria
The Austrian delay in sending an ultimatum to Serbia led the Entente Powers to believe
that the crisis had peaked, but, taking no chances, a Franco-Russian summit agreed a
response to any such ultimatum. But on 23 July Austria finally confronted Serbia with
an ultimatum, which had to be accepted in full within 48 hours or war would be declared.
The key demands, unacceptable to Serbia, would have allowed Austrian police to
operate within Serbia. It is now believed that the Austrians had decided to invade Serbia
regardless of its response to the ultimatum.
Russia
The day after the Austrian ultimatum, the Russians, advised by the Ministers for War and
the Navy that the armed forces were ready, ordered the army to prepare for a war footing.
Meanwhile, concerned that Britain might not follow a French lead, they urged Serbia to
accept some of the ultimatum’s clauses but reject others.
“It was never plausible that Russia would acquiesce
in Serbia’s suppression, nor that Paris would leave
St Petersburg unsupported. Both the Austrians and
the Germans knew this, but declined to be deterred,
because they believed they would win a war”.
(Max Hastings, Catastrophe, 2014)
Serbia
Serbia, recognising the game was up, actually ordered mobilisation four hours before
responding to the ultimatum. Franz Josef, the Habsburg Emperor, signed Austria’s
mobilisation order after Berchtold falsely told him that Serbia had fired on Austrian
steamers on the Danube. The Austrian plan was to take the area around Belgrade for itself,
partitioning the rest of Serbia amongst its neighbours: they and the Germans persistently
denied this to the other powers, including Russia.
Events leading up to the outbreak of war
In Russia, a cautious Sazonov, the Foreign Minister, initially wanted only partial
mobilisation, as Russia had done during the First Balkan War. However, advised by the
army quartermaster that this would “critically impede” the full process, he ordered
the troops to move on 26 July. On the same day, Germany was warned by the French
ambassador in London that Britain would fight, but saw this as irrelevant, since von
Moltke believed that the fighting would be decided on land, not on the seas, where
Britain’s strength lay.
When Moltke, now clearly intent on war, urged Vienna to reject all attempts at mediation,
Franz Joseph and Germany declared war on Serbia on 28 July. In France the army chiefs
(President Poincaré was incommunicado as he sailed back from Russia) detailed General
Joffre to inform Russia of France’s full support. Meanwhile, First Lord of the Admiralty
Churchill ordered the Royal Navy to its war station in Scapa Flow. Emboldened by these
signs of support from his allies, and receiving reports of the Austrian bombardment of
the Serbian capital Belgrade, Nicholas II ordered a general Russian mobilisation. Speed of
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mobilisation was crucial for Russia, which feared that the Germans might steal a march
on them. Russia felt morally justified in moving to help Serbia: the Austrian plan to break
up Serbia broke all sorts of agreements, and there was no definitive proof of Serbian
government complicity in the assassination of Franz Ferdinand. The arming of Princip and
his compatriots was carried out by rogue elements within Serbian intelligence who were a
law unto themselves.
What would Germany do? By this stage Moltke was urging an attack on Russia, but
Bethmann-Hollweg was trying to get Austria to accept mediation. In practice the Kaiser
and the Chancellor were indecisive, and it was the army which was now making the
running. Austria was Germany’s major ally: if it went to war with Russia, Germany had
no option but to stand up for the integrity of the Habsburg Empire. The generals also felt
that to attack Russia before its rearmament was complete in 1916 made perfect military
sense. Germany planned to announce mobilisation at noon on 31 July, but they were
pipped to the post by the Russians. On 1 August Germany declared war on Russia, and
two days later announced a declaration of war against France. The German need to defeat
France quickly involved marching south through neutral Belgium towards Paris. Britain
was still hesitating about supporting its Entente partners, but the German demands for
free passage through Belgium hit a raw nerve: it had long been a cardinal point of British
foreign policy to keep hostile powers out of Belgium, given its proximity to the Thames
Estuary and London. Accordingly, on 4 August, Britain declared war on Germany.

SCHLIEFFEN PLAN

Web article
An interpretation of the crucial nature of the July crisis can be found at:
http://www.historytoday.com/william-mulligan/first-world-war-july-crisis
On the BBC website, ten historians summarise their views on who was to blame for the
outbreak of war at: www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-26048324
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An overview of the debate around World War I and its causes is at
http://www.historytoday.com/robert-pearce/origins-first-world-war
A J P Taylor’s famous views on the importance of railway timetables on mobilisation plans
can be accessed at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngjTnXVD06A
Teaching and Learning Activity
It is necessary to consider both the longer-term causes of the First World War and the
events of June, July and August 1914 in order to apportion blame for the outbreak
of the war. One way to do this might be to divide into groups, each of which makes a
presentation on a particular cause of the outbreak of war. Thus, different groups could
deal with the rival alliance systems, economic causes, nationalism, imperialism, the arms
race and militarism, and problems in the Balkans. Be prepared to argue about the relative
importance of these factors.
A follow up activity could involve considering the responsibility of the various countries
when it came to the crisis of 1914. This could again be done by a series of presentations,
with each group presenting the case for the “war guilt” of a specific country, or the
group could rank Germany, Austria, Russia, France, Britain and Serbia in terms of their
responsibility.
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Glossary 1848–1914
Autonomy

self-government.

Conscription

the compulsory enlistment of men in the army.

Duchy

a state ruled by a duke.

Entente

an understanding, not a full alliance, between two or more
countries.

German Confederation

39 German states loosely grouped together under Austrian
control.

Grossdeutschland

a united “large” Germany which would include the Austrian
Empire.

Kleindeutschland

a united “small” Germany which would exclude the Austrian
Empire.

Habsburgs

the ruling family of the Austrian Empire, often known as the
Habsburg Empire. The two terms are interchangeable. After
1867 the country was technically Austria-Hungary.

Pan-Slavism

a movement which sought to free the Slav, Orthodox Christian
peoples of the Balkans from Ottoman control and form a
single state. Pan-Slavism was often encouraged by Russia,
which saw an opportunity to expand its borders and influence.

Realpolitik

“politics in the real world”, pursuing aims ruthlessly and
single-mindedly.

Ottomans

the ruling family of Turkey. The terms “Ottoman Empire” and
“Turkey” are interchangeable.

Protectorate

a state under the protection of a stronger one, retaining a
limited amount of independence.

The Straits

the waterway connecting the Black Sea with the
Mediterranean. Strategically and commercially important, the
Straits were under Turkish control but were coveted by Russia.

Zollverein

a free trade area, founded by Prussia, encompassing most of
the German states. It encouraged different German states to
work together economically.
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4. Consequences of the First World
War and Causes of the Second
World War
Web Video
You might like to start by listening to A J P Taylor on the causes of World War II at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUngG2CRYdYcached
Alternatively, you could watch “The Road to War”, an excellent, perceptive BBC series
available on YouTube. (Note that there are eight fifty-minute episodes).

(a) The Treaty of Versailles
This option focuses on the causes and consequences of Great Power conflict. You have
already seen how “consequences”, in the shape of the peace treaties which end wars, can
act as “causes” of later conflicts. The Convention of Gastein lured Austria into the Seven
Weeks’ War, the French desire for revenge against Germany festered for forty years after
the Treaty of Frankfurt, and the treaties which ended the two Balkan Wars left Serbia
angry, a danger to European peace. The Treaty of Versailles, a coverall term encompassing
the five treaties signed after the First World War, was no different, and is frequently seen
to be a major cause of the Second World War. In fact, Marshal Foch, supreme head of the
Allied armies in 1918, referred to the Versailles Treaty as “not peace, but an armistice for
twenty years”.

EUROPE 1919
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(i)

The main clauses in the Treaty of Versailles affecting Germany are in the table
below:
65,000 square kilometres
7 million inhabitants
Alsace-Lorraine

German
Territory Lost

Saar
The Polish Corridor

Coal and iron resources
Only temporary, but huge
coalfields
Split Germany in two, leaving
East Prussia isolated

Anschluss forbidden

Not allowed to unite with Austria

All colonies confiscated

In South, West and East Africa;
Pacific islands

Army reduced to 100,000 men
No tanks or heavy artillery
Only 6 light battleships, no U-Boats
Disarmament

Reparations

No air force
General Staff disbanded

To end “militarism”

Rhineland demilitarised

To protect French and Belgian
borders

£6,600,000,000 to be paid to Allies
as compensation
War Guilt clause

Diktat

Germany made to take blame
for War

Treaty not negotiated, simply laid
down to Germany

(ii) German grievances regarding the Versailles Treaty
• Although the German people resented all territorial losses, they were particularly
offended by the creation of the Polish Corridor, with constant disputes about rights
of transit to and from East Prussia. The parts of Upper Silesia handed over to Poland
were decided after plebiscites, but these plebiscites were used selectively, none, for
example, being held in Alsace-Lorraine
• When disarming Germany, the peacemakers had intimated that all sides would
follow a policy of disarmament but, when this did not happen, Germany had cause for
grievance
• War guilt was another sore point. Germany believed that all the participants in the
Great War were equally to blame – but see Fritz Fischer, who argued persuasively that
the Germans were the main culprits
• What followed from the war guilt clause was even worse. The Germans were outraged
by the amount of reparations they had to pay, launching a barrage of propaganda to
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defend their actions in 1914 and undermine the justice of reparations. They found
allies for this campaign among their former enemies. For example, J M Keynes’ work
“The economic consequences of the Peace” questioned the amount of reparations, and
how they should be paid, and argued that their negative effects on Germany would
make post-war European economic reconstruction impossible
• The “Diktat” nature of Versailles had serious consequences, as even moderate Germans
felt that such a treaty was not morally binding. Worse, their views found sympathetic
listeners in Britain and France, and the treaty, which ought to have underpinned a
lasting peace, lost validity and permanence
• Arguably, the peacemakers had two choices in 1919: they could have taken
Clemenceau’s advice and broken up the German Empire, or they could have done what
President Wilson suggested and treated Germany with generosity and forgiveness.
In practice, they compromised and fell between the two stools of vengeance and
reconciliation, leaving Germany infuriated and weakened, but not too weak to recover
and plot the destruction of Versailles.

EUROPE 1919

The other treaties signed after the First World War also had the potential to create
threats to peace. No fewer than nine new countries were created: Finland, Estonia
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria and Yugoslavia. In addition,
Romania, Greece and Bulgaria were significantly altered. Many new racial minorities had
been created. Some of the new countries coveted land allocated to others, and a number
of countries in eastern Europe failed to see the necessity of sticking together to defend
themselves against Germany and Russia.
(iii) St Germain (Austria), Trianon (Hungary) and Neuilly (Bulgaria)
Without its empire Austria was economically too weak to prosper alone, but was
nevertheless forbidden to unite with Germany
Ruthenes (Western Ukrainians) had no country of their own, but lived under the rule of
Russia, Poland and Czechoslovakia
Slovaks, different in many ways from the Czechs, would have preferred their own country
Croats would have preferred independence to being subjects of Serb-dominated
Yugoslavia
Teschen was disputed between Poland and Czechoslovakia
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Vilna was disputed between Poland and Lithuania
Transylvania was transferred from Hungary to Rumania, leaving the Magyars, previously
the dominant group, as underdogs
National minorities formed one third of the population of both Poland and
Czechoslovakia
19 million people were national minorities, living on “the wrong side of the border”
Hitler was eventually able to exploit and profit from the uncertainty and dissatisfaction
caused by these treaties.

MINORITIES

Web Article
For further details, see:
http://www.historytoday.com/anita-prazmowska/eastern-europe-between-wars
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(b) Timeline of events 1919–1941
To help you understand the events of the inter-war years, here is a timeline of the main
events of the period 1919–41:
Date

Event

1919

Paris Peace Conference

1922

Mussolini comes to power in Italy

1923

Italy bombards Corfu, seeking and getting compensation

1923

France and Belgium invade the Ruhr

1924

Dawes Plan eases reparations and leads to French withdrawal

1925

Locarno Pact: Britain and Italy guarantee Franco-German border

1928

Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact

1929

Young Plan further eases reparations

1929

Wall Street Crash sparks worldwide recession

1931

Japan invades Manchuria

1933

Hitler comes to power

1933

Germany leaves the League of Nations

1935–36 Italy invades Abyssinia
1935

Germany announces conscription and the existence of the Luftwaffe

1935

Anglo-German Naval Agreement

1936

Germany remilitarises the Rhineland

1936–39 Spanish Civil War
1938

Germany seizes Austria

1938

Germany seizes and dismembers Czechoslovakia

1939

Italy invades Albania

1939

Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact

1939

Germany invades Poland. Britain and France declare war on Germany

1940

Germany invades Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France

1940

Italy attacks France, Egypt and Greece

1941

Operation Barbarossa: Germany invades the USSR

1941

Japan attacks Pearl Harbour and much of South East Asia. US enters the war
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Web Video
Documentary footage of the period can be found on Youtube. Search for The World at War,
Episode 1.

(c) The 1920s: hopes and fears
A brief survey of the 1920s shows promising events side-by-side with more ominous
developments.
The hopeful signs included:
1920

The foundation of the League of Nations, a modern version of the Concert of
Europe.

1924

The Dawes Plan: the French leave the Ruhr and Germany agrees to resume the
payment of reparations.

1925

The Locarno Pact: the Franco-German border is accepted by both sides and
guaranteed by Italy and Britain.

1925–29

Germany is no longer treated as an outcast, joins the League of Nations in
1926 and a good relationship develops between Briand and Stresemann.

1926

The League of Nations successfully settles the border dispute between Greece
and Bulgaria.

1926

By this date Britain and France are back on the gold standard and a new
Reichsmark has been established. The French and German economies have
both recovered to pre-war levels.

1928

Most countries sign the Kellogg-Briand Pact, a well-meaning renunciation of
war.

On the other hand:
1919

No one was able to dislodge d’Annunzio from Fiume, which he seizes and
holds for 18 months.

1920

Neither Germany nor Russia was a member of the League of Nations. Was it a
League of Nations or a “League of victors”?

1922

Mussolini seizes power in Italy, glorifying war.

1923

France and Belgium occupy the Ruhr after Germany defaults on its second
reparations payment. Violence and hyperinflation in Germany follow.

1923

Italy shells the island of Corfu to force Greece to pay compensation.

1925

At Locarno, no one is prepared to guarantee Germany’s eastern frontiers.

1925–29

Even the moderate Stresemann seeks revision of the Versailles Treaty.

1929

The European economic recovery in the 1920s was largely dependent on
loans from the USA. When the Wall Street Crash comes these loans are called
in, helping to bring about the Great Depression. Arguably, Adolf Hitler would
never have come to power had it not been for this.
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Teaching and Learning Activity
Write an essay on the 1920s:
How far is the perception of the 1920s as an unbroken era of positive developments in
international affairs justified?

(d) The role of ideology in causing the Second World War
(i) Italy
Like most Italians, Mussolini was disappointed by the postwar settlement. He wanted
colonial gains and had ambitions to extend Italian influence in the Balkans; he claimed
that Italy was a “prisoner” in the Mediterranean, which he wanted to turn into an “Italian
lake”. This would inevitably involve conflict with Britain and France. The conflicts
he entered – in Abyssinia, Spain, Albania, France and Greece – were traditional and
imperialist adventures rather than ideological crusades. In 1938 he did introduce antiSemitic laws, but it was less through conviction than the need to remain on good terms
with his German ally. After 1936 he was alarmed when the left-wing Popular Front came to
power in France, but Mussolini’s hostility to it was as much about the Italian ambitions in
Tunis and Corsica as it was about ideological concerns. His belief that war was a necessary
part of human development may have influenced some aspects of his foreign policy.
Web Article
A comparison of Hitler and Mussolini can be found at:
http://www.historytoday.com/russel-tarr/foreign-policies-hitler-and-mussolini
(ii)

Germany

ADOLF HITLER

Hitler’s foreign policy was sometimes based on ideology, especially his racial theories and
the need for Lebensraum, but his enmity to communism did not stop him pragmatically
forming a Non-Aggression Pact with the Soviet Union in 1939. The need to feed a growing
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population led Nazi Germany to seek expansion eastwards into the USSR. It could be
argued that this displayed continuity of German foreign policy, in the tradition of the
1914 September programme or the draconian Treaty of Brest-Litovsk of 1918, when Russia
was forced to surrender to Germany, rather than any anti-Communist ideology.
Web Article
What did Hitler write in Mein Kampf? An article can be found at:
http://www.historytoday.com/robert-carr/mein-kampf-–-text-its-themes-and-hitler’svision
(iii) Russia
The Bolshevik belief in the USSR’S duty to spread revolution and the formation of the
Comintern in 1919 might suggest a foreign policy based on ideological concerns, but
in practice Soviet foreign policy was often more pragmatic. In the 1920s, after the
Rapallo Pact, the German (capitalist) arms manufacturers Krupp and Junkers had plants
operating in the USSR, which also enjoyed good relations with Fascist Italy. By 1935
Stalin recognised that the ideological purity of refusing to work with social democrats in
other countries had only facilitated the rise of Hitler in Germany, and a new doctrine of
the Popular Front allowed Communists in other countries to co-operate with moderate
socialists. There was no great ideological commitment to the Spanish Civil War, with no
regular troops sent to Spain. The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of August 1939 was the result
of Realpolitik rather than ideology, but its cynicism made war inevitable the following
month.
Teaching and Learning Activity
At this stage you could debate the extent to which ideology influenced the foreign policies
of Germany, Italy and the Soviet Union. This might make a good classroom discussion.

(e) Economic causes: the impact of the Great Depression
• The more hopeful international atmosphere of the years 1925–29 was destroyed when
the Great Depression began in 1929. For self-preservation, countries now adopted
economic nationalism: the need to secure markets, as well as the fear of other
countries, raised the likelihood of conflict
• Restrictive quotas on foreign trade increased the atmosphere of hostility
• The Depression played a direct part in bringing Hitler to power in Germany
• Germany and Japan both sought zones of economic control in order to safeguard their
imports.
In terms of specific countries:
(i) Britain
Britain turned away from free trade towards protective tariffs, following a policy of
imperial preference, despite Foreign Office advice that decreasing trade would reduce
British influence on the continent. Later in the 1930s the Foreign Office advised the
government to buy more food from Central and Eastern Europe to reduce German
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economic and political influence in those areas, but the insistence on buying produce
from the Empire prevented this happening.
(ii) France
France had a network of alliances in Eastern Europe with Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Yugoslavia and Romania. The French Foreign Office wanted to make economic
concessions to these countries to combat German influence, but, like Britain, France
followed a policy of imperial preference and would not do so.
(iii) Italy
Italy, though initially badly hit by the Depression, saw production and employment
soar during the Abyssinian War, but when League of Nations sanctions were applied, its
economic situation deteriorated, making it more economically dependent on Germany,
which was not applying sanctions. By 1938, 42% of Italy’s European imports came from
Germany, but only 10% from Britain, a reversal of the position earlier in the decade.
(iv) Germany
Germany, hard hit by the Depression, which came only a few years after the ravages of
hyperinflation, turned to Hitler, whose big economic idea was that Germany needed more
territory to achieve self-sufficiency and ensure its food supply. As early as 1933 Germany
developed a policy of importing only from countries which would buy equivalent amounts
from it and deals on this basis were signed with Hungary and Yugoslavia in 1934, and
Romania in 1935.

(f) Economic motives and the outbreak of the Second World War
(i) Britain
Britain had disarmed and was not able to borrow from an officially neutral USA, while
major rearmament would have required a command economy unacceptable to the
overwhelmingly Conservative national governments. There was no economic case for
fighting Germany, Britain’s fifth largest trading partner in 1938. It was only later in
the period that good economic relations between the countries began to break down
as Greece, Romania and Turkey all received British help to try to keep them out of the
German orbit.
(ii) France
France enjoyed more trade with Britain, but still preferred good trading relations with
Germany and was not in an economic position to rearm at the same pace as its neighbour.
(iii) Italy
Italy was not economically prepared for a European conflict, preferring for a long time the
advantages of neutrality.
(iv) USSR
Despite spending vast amounts on armaments, the USSR had strong economic reasons for
preserving peace. The country was not ready for war in the late 1930s and the economy
had been seriously disrupted by collectivisation, industrialisation and Stalin’s purges.
(v) Germany
Germany was the only major European state which wanted war for economic reasons.
By 1936 it was suffering from food supply problems and the huge expense of rearming
was crippling the country. Germany could not export enough goods to pay for crucial
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imports and, although artificial oil and rubber were produced, and inferior German iron
ore used, it was not enough, and Hitler’s demand that Germany should be “fit for war”
by 1940 appeared impossible. The only way to solve this was through Lebensraum, first
Austria and Czechoslovakia, which, Hitler optimistically hoped, would provide food for
5 million. Fearing a future Anglo-French naval blockade of German ports, Hitler set out
to adapt the Romanian economy to German needs, specifically to gain control of its oil.
With British backing, Romania resisted, but after March 1939 it began to crumble under
German pressure, and after the fall of France gave in altogether. An economic by-product
of Blitzkrieg in Western Europe came when the good quality iron ore of Luxemburg and
Lorraine came under German control. Conflict for specifically economic reasons came in
1940 with the German attack on Norway, a means of ensuring that Swedish iron ore could
no longer be diverted to Britain. One area where Germany opted for agreement rather than
conflict, at least partly for economic reasons, came in 1939, when the Nazi-Soviet NonAggression Pact allowed Germany to access food and raw materials from the Soviet Union.

(f) Arms, disarmament and appeasement: why no one stopped
Hitler
(i) France
Europe’s security and peace depended to a great extent on a strong, determined France
but, after the Great War, this was not necessarily the case. Revulsion against war was
widespread in France, particularly on the left, and understandable after the 1.3 million
casualties the country had suffered between 1914 and 1918. The Socialist Party was
committed to disarmament and negotiation with Germany, one wing claiming that it
would prefer occupation to war. Even on the right, Action Française’s cry of “Above all, no
war!’ when Germany remilitarised the Rhineland was echoed across the full range of the
French press.
From 1918 to 1928 the length of service for conscripts shrank from three years to one.
Defence of the homeland was all-important, with the Maginot line representing a passive,
defensive mentality. French foreign policy relied to a large extent on alliances with
eastern countries such as Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Romania, but with no offensive
capacity it was impossible to protect these allies. Although the Navy was strong, the air
force lagged behind. The Socialist Leon Blum, Prime Minister in 1936–1937, eventually
accepted that France had to rearm, and doubled the amount spent on arms during his
period in office. Nonetheless, by 1939 there were still serious shortages of manpower
and equipment. France was doubly deluded about military strength. It constantly overestimated German strength and thus responded weakly to the remilitarisation of the
Rhineland, yet as late as August 1939 military chiefs were advising the government that
France could fight a successful defensive war.
Agreeing French foreign policy was made more difficult by political differences. Some
on the right were sympathetic to Mussolini, while the Communists took their inspiration
from Moscow, making agreements with Italy and Russia which were far from universally
popular. France’s decline was startling. Before 1914 its Russian alliance had been a source
of strength but now this was gone, the economy was struggling and a series of short-lived,
unstable governments weakened France further. It sought allies in Eastern Europe, but the
treaty signed with Russia in 1935 caused disillusionment and France was, compared with
a resurgent Germany, on the back foot.
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(ii) Britain
After 1914–18 Britain shared France’s abhorrence of war and placed its faith in
disarmament and the League of Nations. The 1935 Peace Ballot saw 11.5 million voters
express their support for the League. As late as 1936 Clement Attlee said that the Labour
Party was not willing to see any form of alliance with France, while the Conservativedominated national governments of the early 30s continued the disarmament of the
previous decade. When Hitler came to power in Berlin, there was a chance that British
policy towards Germany would change, but precedent was followed and nothing was
done. There was always a strand of Conservative thought that, as an anti-communist,
Hitler should have the benefit of the doubt. The government increasingly recognised
that it might have to deal with the communist USSR to stop Germany, but found this
ideologically hard to swallow. As late as 1937 the Labour opposition voted against
the service estimates, but subsequently changed its mind in recognition of Britain’s
perilous position, and it played an important role in pushing the government towards the
declaration of war in 1939.
As regards armaments, Britain had adopted the ten-year rule in 1919, drafting its
estimates for military expenditure on the assumption that there would be no war for the
next ten years, a rule only abandoned after the Japanese attack on China in 1931. In the
early 1930s Britain’s professional army numbered less than 400,000, and, despite some
frantic rearmament and the introduction of peacetime conscription, only four divisions
were sent to France in 1940 (Germany could muster 103). As the threat from Germany
grew, rearmament went ahead apace. A building programme to modernise the Navy
began in 1936, while by September 1939 most of the RAF fighters were state of the art
Spitfires and Hurricanes, and a large number of radar stations to track enemy planes were
being constructed.
The policy of appeasement followed by Britain and France presupposed that Hitler’s
demands were often justified, and, when granted, would cease. Keynes and others who
were sympathetic to German complaints about the unfairness of Versailles had done
their work well, while those used to normal European diplomacy failed to grasp that
Hitler’s ambitions, as well as his methods, had no parallel in modern times. France and
Britain had disarmed too far, both overestimated German strength, particularly in the air,
agreeing with Baldwin’s gloomy view that “the bomber will always get through”. A report
drawn up by the chiefs of staff in 1937, noting how Britain’s resources were overstretched,
concluded that the country’s first priority should be to diminish the number of its
enemies. This was realistic but it was also the rationale for appeasement.
Web Article
For an article on appeasement specifically for A Level students, see
http://www.historytoday.com/robert-pearce/appeasement-level
See also: http://www.historytoday.com/nick-smart/neville-chamberlain-and-appeasement
An essay from History Today which considers various British interpretations of the peace
treaties, and sheds some light on the sympathy for Germany which helped lead to
appeasement can be found at:
www.historytoday.com/stephen-cooper/taking-sides-great-war
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(g) The gathering storm: developments 1932–1941
1932–34

Disarmament Conference
Britain proposed reducing French armaments, whilst simultaneously allowing
Germany to increase theirs, but the conference broke down. Hitler got away
with the dangerous first phase of rearmament, Britain and France turning a
blind eye to it as they struggled to keep Germany at the conference. Early
in 1934 Hitler took Britain and France by surprise when he signed a nonaggression treaty with Poland. This element of surprise would always be
present in Hitler’s foreign policy.

1934

Austria
Although Chancellor Dollfuss was killed, a Nazi coup was defeated as Italy
mobilised and German troops stayed out of Austria. Hitler learned the lesson
that Germany needed to rearm; but from his opponents’ point of view no
lesson was learned, and no one would defy Germany again until Poland did so
in 1939. Hitler lived down the ignominy of this setback.

1935

Abyssinia
Mussolini, seeking colonial territory and military glory for the fascist regime,
attacked fellow League of Nations member Abyssinia. Britain and France,
in the Hoare-Laval Pact, tried to end the war by giving Italy two thirds of
Abyssinia, but when the secret deal was revealed there was a storm of public
protest. League of Nations sanctions were applied, but the leading members,
Britain and France, failed to deny Italy either oil or the use of the Suez Canal.
Italy conquered Abyssinia, moved away from its erstwhile Allies, France and
Britain, and turned towards Germany, while the League of Nations’ reputation
suffered.

1936

Rhineland
Having announced the existence of an air force and the introduction of
conscription the previous year, Hitler was moving step by step towards
German rearmament. Would France, which was most threatened, move
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to stop it? The stopgap French government, headed by Sarraut, lacked
confidence, while the military grossly overestimated the number of troops
involved in the “invasion” of the Rhineland, and felt that they could not resist.
Britain showed little interest in taking action, and, like France, was taken by
surprise when the German troops went into the Rhineland. France’s lack of
will to defend the settlement of 1919 was glaringly exposed.
Web Article
For a discussion of this issue, see:
http://www.historytoday.com/dc-watt/reoccupation-rhineland
1936–39

Spain
During the Spanish Civil War Italy sent 73,000 troops and 750 aircraft in
all, Germany sent the Condor Legion, Russia dispatched 900 tanks and one
thousand “advisers”, while Britain and France opted for a policy of nonintervention. Britain hoped for friendly relations with the eventual Spanish
government, while France stayed out of the fighting partly due to fears of
a similar outbreak of civil war in France. After three years of fighting the
Nationalist revolt succeeded. As a result of the war, Italy grew closer to
Germany, while the hopes of an anti-German coalition involving Britain,
France and Italy receded still further.
Teaching and Learning Activity

Create a timeline listing the events surrounding the German seizure of Austria and the
breaking up of Czechoslovakia up to March 1939.
1938

Austria
The German takeover of Austria was notable for the weak response from the
other powers, and for Hitler’s methods. Schuschnigg, the Austrian Chancellor,
was summoned to Berchtesgaden and subjected to intense bullying until he
agreed to appoint the Nazi ally Seyss-Inquart as Interior Minister. Safely back
home, he called a plebiscite on the question of Anschluss, but Hitler’s military
threats increased, with reported riots, a bloodless invasion and an eventual
rigged plebiscite. German methods were seen as unacceptable, but Britain,
in particular, persuaded itself that the Versailles prohibition of the union of
Germany and Austria was unjust. Mussolini, meanwhile, had made it clear to
both sides that this time he would not step in to rescue Austria.

1938

Czechoslovakia
Led by Konrad Henlein, and close to the Nazi regime, the Sudeten German
Party represented the 3.2 million Germans of Czechoslovakia’s population of
14.5 million. The Sudeten German demands to end discrimination against
them and grant them autonomy were refused on the inarguable grounds
that other racial minorities would follow their lead and the state would fall.
This was what Hitler in fact wanted: whether he wanted to fight was unclear,
but, importantly, other countries believed that he would. Logistically, France
could not assist Czechoslovakia, the USSR was not seen as trustworthy, while
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the Foreign Office in London favoured concessions to the Sudeten Germans.
Neville Chamberlain, the Prime Minister, aware of British weakness and
believing that moderate concessions would satisfy Hitler, was pressurising
Czechoslovakia to make these as early as 1937. In early September 1938,
when President Beneš seemed about to make concessions, Henlein increased
the stakes by breaking off negotiations, at which stage Chamberlain
bypassed the French to seek a personal meeting with Hitler. At Berchtesgaden
Chamberlain believed that he had reached an agreement, but, on returning to
Godesberg, found that the German demands had increased. The agreement
eventually reached at Munich on 29 September gave the Germans all they
wanted. War had been averted, but at the cost of surrender. Britain and France
had overestimated German air power in 1938 and Czechoslovakia had been
undermined by internal subversion, external threats and Hitler’s unorthodox
diplomacy, constantly increasing his demands. The German Führer regretted
that threats alone had won him his victory and was determined that next
time, come what may, he would fight. His eagerness for military action was
matched by Chamberlain’s realisation that Hitler’s demands were not finite;
appeasement was not limitless either, and at Munich it had gone as far as it
could.
Web Article
See an article from History Today:
http://www.historytoday.com/jw-bartlett/munich-agreement-signed
1939

Poland
An Anglo-Italian agreement on Mediterranean affairs came into effect in
November 1938, although it was not followed up. But in February 1939 both
Chamberlain and the Chiefs of Staff signified their support for France, the
closest the two countries had come in a long time. Thus, even before the
breakup of Czechoslovakia in March, British policy was changing and German
designs on Poland provoked a firm reaction. German demands for Danzig
and special transit rights across the Corridor had been firmly rejected by the
Poles, while Chamberlain’s speeches became much more robust (“no reliance
can be placed on any assurance given by Nazi leaders”) and the Conservative
Party fell in behind him. A guarantee of Polish independence was given by
Britain, followed by France.
Less positively, if these guarantees, given by countries which had been
appeasing Germany for several years, failed to deter, neither of the two
western countries could realistically send forces to Poland. In addition, the
Italian occupation of Albania in early April breached the Mediterranean
agreement and made it clear whose side Mussolini was on. Hitler continued
with his plans to attack Poland, signing the Pact of Steel with Italy. The last
chance of deterring Germany was a triple alliance of Britain, France and the
USSR. Negotiations with Russia began in May, but foundered because Britain
distrusted Russian intentions, Poland refused to enter an alliance with Russia,
and the Russians themselves had used delaying tactics while they indulged
in parallel negotiations with Germany. These soon bore fruit, with the NonAggression Pact signed on 23 August, including a secret protocol to partition
Poland and allow the Soviet Union a free hand in the Baltic States, something
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Britain and France would certainly not have offered. From Hitler’s point of
view, he achieved security in the east, a sphere of influence in Lithuania and a
free hand to attack Poland. Thus strengthened, Germany invaded Poland on 1
September, and two days later Britain and France declared war on Germany.
Web Article
For an article on Poland in 1939, see:
http://www.historytoday.com/adam-tooze/hitler’s-gamble
Teaching and Learning Activity
One of three possible scenarios might have prevented war in 1939: Hitler calling a halt to
his demands after Munich, securing an anti-German alliance which included Italy and
Russia or abandoning Poland to its fate. In small groups discuss both the feasibility and
the morality of these options.

(h) The World at War
Germany defeated Poland and proceeded to exterminate the Polish elites and potential
dissidents, before turning its attention to the Jews. The country was used as a source of
cheap or slave labour to benefit Germany, as were Holland, Belgium and France when
they were overrun. All the conquered countries were obliged to accept adverse trade
agreements with Germany. Economic motives also surfaced in the attack on Norway
to secure Swedish iron ore. German economic domination of the continent was largely
complete and echoed the Mitteleuropa dreams of German planners at the outbreak of the
First World War.
Although Italy was not ready to fight in 1939, Mussolini wanted to break out of the
Mediterranean and feared that the war might end before he got involved. As a result he
declared war on France and Britain on 10 June 1940. He also hoped to gain territory in the
Balkans and North Africa, adding to the prestige of the fascist regime.
Japan had been engaged in all-out war with China since 1937, and had attacked French
Indochina in pursuit of that war after the fall of France. The USA and Japan had been
trading rivals in the Pacific since 1919 and in July 1941 the US banned oil exports to
Japan. With its eyes firmly set on expansion in south-east Asia after the defeat of France
and the expected imminent defeat of Britain, Japan attacked the US fleet in Pearl Harbour,
Hawaii, in December 1941, to secure a free hand in the Pacific, thus turning the European
war into a world war.
There had been growing friction between Germany and the Soviet Union in 1940–41
due to the latter’s wish to absorb the Baltic states, over the issue of Romanian oil and
the presence of German troops in Bulgaria after 1941. When Hungary, Romania and
Slovakia joined the tripartite Pact of Germany, Italy and Japan in 1940, they were clearly
declaring for Germany rather than the USSR. There was, however, no sign of a planned
attack from the Soviet Union, which was more than could be said for Germany. Hitler’s
long-term vision had been to attack Russia. Hitler’s reasons were hostility to communism,
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desire for Lebensraum, to colonise the USSR and hand the conquered territories over to
the SS and to exterminate Jews, as well as the intelligentsia. Richard Evans described
Germany’s attack on the Soviet Union as “an ideologically motivated war of subjugation
and extermination”.
Web Article
For an article on Hitler between 1939 and 1941, see:
http://www.historytoday.com/carole-chapman/hitler-war-leader-1939-1941
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5. Consequences of the Second World
War

WAR DAMAGE

In 1945 Germany had been defeated and Nazism outlawed, although many former
Nazi Party members retained administrative positions. The country was under Allied
occupation and divided into four zones. In 1949, the American, British and French
Zones formed the German Federal Republic, while the Russian Zone became the German
Democratic Republic.
Italy was defeated and no longer Fascist, but a parliamentary monarchy.
Japan was defeated and came under American occupation.
The Soviet Union occupied Poland, the Baltic States, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia
and Romania and they became communist states under Soviet control. Western European
countries became parliamentary democracies and an “Iron Curtain” was established
between the two parts of Europe.
12 million Germans were displaced from Eastern Europe as Soviet troops moved westwards
in 1944–45.
The discredited League of Nations was replaced by the United Nations.
Casualties resulting from the Second World War totalled up 50 million dead, including
some 6 million Jews exterminated by the Nazis.
There was widespread destruction across Europe through fighting and bombing, and
in Japan, where atomic bombs were dropped. After the war, there was severe economic
dislocation and millions were homeless.
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The United States of America, now the richest country in the world, did not go back to prewar isolation, but took a leading economic and political military role in the western world
after 1945.
European empires in Asia and Africa were terminally weakened.
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Glossary 1914–1945
Blitzkrieg

“Lightning War”: the German military tactic of striking deep
into enemy territory with dive bombers and tank columns, the
infantry following behind to mop up.

Diktat

The nickname given to the Versailles Treaty, not negotiated but
“dictated” by the victors.

Imperial preference

Countries such as Britain and France following policies which
encouraged trade with their own colonies rather than with other
countries.

Lebensraum

“Living space”: areas of Eastern Europe which Hitler wanted to
capture and exploit economically.

Naval blockade

Using fighting ships to prevent an enemy importing or exporting
goods through its ports.

Rhineland

After 1919 a demilitarised zone, to be occupied by Allied troops
for 15 years, with no German troops allowed. It was defined as all
German territory on the west bank of the Rhine and, on the other
bank, 50 kilometres to the east.

Sanctions

Economic boycott applied as a punishment, notably when it was
applied to Italy during the Abyssinian War.

Soviet Union

The name given to the old Russian Empire, now Communist, from
1922 onwards. It excluded the territory lost to Poland and the
Baltic States. It is frequently referred to as the “USSR”.
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